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	NAME: Kurata
	DESCRIPTION: The Kurata, native to Kurat III (Shackleton Expanse), resemble a strange hairless cat with a 3ft long furry tail. They are roughly 2.3 meters in height. Their head is round & disproportionately small compared to their other body features. Two very large ears sit atop the very back of their head. A small snout is positioned forward. They have black eyes which stand out on their soft, pinkish skin color. The Kurata Imperium has colonies in several nearby systems: Khannstar, Zemtaria, Venaran, Meralis, & Xyshaa. Their hands each have 6 digits: 5 fingers & 1 opposable thumb. These digits end in short sharp claws optimized for cutting through flesh. Small barbs at the ends of each clawed finger (but not the thumb) act like fishhooks, preventing their prey from easily breaking away from a successful strike. Names: They have given names & their surnames are 'of' their clan names.Male: Chagaitir, Tawonge, Thouratar.  Female: Frejada, Staretha, Tharnatha. Clan surnames: Yoroth, Tovahkka, Muresoth.
	ERA: 2371 and beyond
	Text Field 13: I can hear you from a mile away.
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Insight+1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: The rounded jaws of the Kurata are lined with 33 teeth. The forward canine teeth are all small, slender & sharp. The rear molars are compact & flat, designed for crushing bone & hard-shelled nuts or insects. They are unable to use a bite in combat as their mouths are too small. Claws: [Melee, 2H, 2CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 3]. To break free of the claws is a Difficulty 2, Daring+Security roll, if successful, it does 1 Stress damage.
	TALENTS: Kurata, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Blood Scent [Required] Range: 1 km.
	TALENT TEXT 1: Kurata have 3 nostrils, each containing a separate organ to detect different nuances of scent. Their “blood scent” is extremely good. Any task for tracking creatures with blood allows you to add 1d20 to your Insight+Security rolls & you decrease the Difficulty by 3, minimum of 1.
	TALENT NAME 2: Exceptional Hearing
	TALENT TEXT 2: Kurata have poor eyesight (near-sighted), so it is understandable that they would develop exceptional hearing, & combined with their 'blood scent'. This allows you to lower the Difficulty for being ambushed or surprised by 4, minimum of 1.
	TALENT NAME 3: Additional Information
	TALENT TEXT 3: The word frehanshe’thi, is “dreadnought” or “battleship”. The Kurata have historically preferred heavy, over-gunned star cruisers as their primary ships of the line.  They are long-standing allies of the Castax.
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